ABSTRACT Image change detection is a research hotspot in many fields of application, such as environmental monitoring, disaster investigation, urban research, and more. How to reduce the influence of speckle noise when conducting change detection in an acquired synthetic aperture radar (SAR) image is a challenging issue. This research shows that reasonably balancing noise suppression with the preservation of the edges of regions is the key to generating a good change map. Therefore, a new image detection method based on a selforganizing map and deep neural network (SOMDNCD) is proposed. First, the method uses a median filter to improve the difference image that is generated by the mean-ratio operator, which reduces the influence of the image point noise on generating difference maps. Compared with the difference map formed by the logarithmic ratio operator, the edge information in the image is excellently retained and the missed detection rate is reduced; second, the network preprocesses the difference map, obtains a preliminary change map, and divides the pixels of the difference map into three types: no change, noise, and change. Finally, a deep neural network is used to train a noise-like training set on the network to reduce the residual noise in the change class and obtain the final change graph. The experimental results show that compared with other current mainstream methods, the proposed SOMDNCD change detection method directly addresses noise and is universal for a variety of data sets. The proposed method exhibits a lower missed detection rate in the SAR image data set and a more ideal false alarm rate than other methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
A Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) monitoring image, derived from radar imaging, compared with optical monitoring images, can obtain high resolution under extreme weather conditions. Thus far, SAR images have been widely applied [1] , such as in environmental protection [2] , agricultural survey [3] , urban research [4] , [5] , forest resources monitoring [6] , and more. Based on change detection technology for SAR images, itis possible to detect the changesin physical targets among observed images using SAR images in the same geographical areas and at different times. From the previous literature, change detection technology for SAR images has shown great potential forapplications [7] . However, the background information of SAR images is complex, and the texture is often less obvious. It is masked by the speckle effect, and thus, the image quality is poor [8] . How to effectively address the speckle effect to obtain clearer and more usable change images is of great significance.
Previous studies have shown that the unsupervised change detection of single-polarization SAR images consists of three steps [9] : 1) Preprocessing the SAR images in the same places and at different times; 2) Using the processed images to generate difference images; and 3) Analyzing the difference images to generate change maps. From the specific steps, in the first step, the preprocessing of the images registers grey-scale for multiple SAR images spatially which prepares usfor the next steps on the data.
Generating difference images and analyzing difference images are two very important steps. The purpose is to reduce the effects of coherent noise and improve the ability to detect changes. The existing methodshave made some progress, but there are still two problems, as follows.
Problem 1: In the generation of difference images, we consider a SAR change detection image that was directly generated by using the difference operator; however, directly using the difference operator has extremely high instability and extremely low robustness due to the effects of multiplicative random noise on SAR images [7] . In this respect, because the ratio operator has a better ability to address noise, researchers usuallyfocus on the use of the ratio operator to improve the detection performance. However, traditional ratio operators cannot reasonably and regularly suppress the reservation of the noise and edge areas.
Problem 2: In the analysis of difference images, traditional analysis methods are often limited to the generating process of difference images. How to choose the appropriate analysis model of difference images according to different generating methods of difference images is a key issue that has yet to be solved. In fact, the analysis of difference images is a binary classification problem. The changed pixels are marked as 1, and the unchanged pixels are marked as 0; finally, a change image composed of a matrix of binary numbers is generated. However, there are usually false alarm points in the change map (unchanged pixels with changing characteristics, often called noise). At present, research at home and abroad lacks further processing of false alarm points in the change map.
The two steps of difference image generation and difference graph analysis are the focus of recent research. These studies are often based on certain aspects to reduce the impact of speckle noise on SAR images.
In the generation of difference images, they are mainly generated by using the ratio operator or the contrast operator. The mean-ratio operator [10] performs mean filtering on two time-phase diagrams, which reduces the effects of the original Gaussian noise and isolates the wild points on the difference map. However, for the removal of some patchy patch noise and salt and pepper noise, an ideal effect is not achieved, and the false alarm rate of the final change image is increased. Thelog-ratio operator [11] performs a logarithmic operation on the ratio of the pixel-by-pixel grayscale values of the two time-phase diagrams. According to this characteristic, the formed difference image has an inhibitory effect on the variation between pixels having a relatively large gray value (displaying a lighter pixel on the image) at the same range of variation. If the actual change region is a region with a large gray value, the number of missed detections in the changed image will increase, which is particularly noticeable at the edge of the change region. Based on this consideration, Zheng et al. [12] proposed a Combined Difference Image (CDI) method that uses artificially weighted parameters to fuse difference maps based on mean filtering and logarithmic ratio difference images based on median filtering. This method is simple and easy to handle, but it requires manual adjustment of parameters. The wavelet fusion method used by Ma etal. in the literature [13] fuses the difference map formed by the mean-to-average ratio operator and the logarithmic ratio operator. This method makes full use of the advantages of the two operators, but it will inevitably be affected by their shortcomings.
In the analysis of the difference map, the previous research mainly used a clustering method [13] , threshold method [14] and other methods to generate the final change graph. Traditional methods, such as the threshold method, do not have sufficient classification accuracy; some clustering methods are sensitive to noise and lack of universality. In this paper, we propose a new deep neural network learning method to analyze the difference image. At the same time, the previous method lacks further analysis of the change map and cannot handle the remaining noise in the change map. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a new deep neural network learning mode to analyze the difference image. It can be noted that the detection of SAR image changes based on deep neural networks has been proposed by Gong et al. [20] . By using FCM to classify the original image, rough detection results are obtained, and changes and non-changes are selected as deep network samples for training. This method as an unsupervised training algorithm can obtain excellent results. However, to select a non-noise point with high possibility and preserve the input diversity, this method requires manual selection of parameters to obtain the optimal parameter values. In addition, this method directly manipulates the original image and skips the generation of the difference image. At the same time, it lacks learning of the noise structure. To reduce the noise of the final generation of the changed image, the method must ensure that the entire network can fully explain the features of the image.
To solve the above problems, this paper proposes a new method based on Self-Organizing Mapping and Deep Neural Networks (SOMDNCD).
In terms of generatingthe difference image, the highlights of the SOMDNCD method lie in the following: First, a median filter is used to process the difference image of the mean ratio operator (Median-Mean, MMEAN). The MMEAN operator uses a median filter to select the appropriate change value around the target value instead of the target value, and it improves the feature that the mean ratio operator can only reduce the effect of noise and cannot eliminate noise. At the same time, compared with the logarithmic ratio operator, the MMEAN operator can preserve the information of the edge part of the image and reduce the missing detection rate by using the property of the mean ratio operator.
In the aspect of the difference image, the highlight of the SOMDNCD method lies in the following: the SOMDNCD method uses self-organizing maps to classify the difference image into three categories, labeling the pixels in the difference image as no change, change, and noise. To reduce the residual noise in the changing classes, we introduce the use of noise classes, which is different from the previous methods. On the basis of the above three steps, we add the fourth step to analyze the change chart. We use noise class pixels as the training set to train the network, in such a way that it can recognize the features of the noise areas. By analyzing the original change map, the trained network can generate a new change map by judging and removing the residual noise pixels in the changed pixels. The training set of the deep neural network is obtained through unsupervised training using the SOM network, and thus, the entire algorithmic process is unsupervised, which eliminates the high cost of manually marking the pixels. The SOMDNCD method with four steps of processing has a higher recognition rate for noise.
From the experimental results, in the SOMDNCD method that uses the MMEAN step, the change image that we generated has a lower leakage reduction number, while the false alarm rate is more ideal, and it has a good universality for the data set.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Part 1 describes the related work from previous research, and Part 2 details the motivation and background of the proposed method. Part 3 specifically introduces the proposed method, and Part 4 introducesthe experimental data set and experimental results to demonstrate the effectiveness of the method. Finally, we give our conclusions.
II. MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND

A. MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND OF HANDLING THE DIFFERENCE IMAGES USING MEDIAN FILTERING
When the mean ratio operator forms a difference image, it has an inhibitory effect on isolated noise points, but it cannot eliminate the effect of the noise, as shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1 (a) and Figure1(b) are time-phase diagrams in which the gray values are completely identical, but point A is contaminated by noise. When using the decrement operator, the change rate of point A is 0.64, and in the change from point B to point I, the rate is 0. Using the mean difference operator's difference image shown in Figure 1(c) , it can be seen that although the noise at point A is suppressed, the rate of change is reduced. However, the B-I point near point A is affected by point A noise when the mean-ratio operator is used, and the rate of change is different. This outcome occurs because the nature of the mean-ratio operator is to perform the mean-value filtering operation on two time-images, while the mean-value filtering has the characteristic of only suppressing noise and not eliminating the noise. To solve this problem, this paper introduces median filtering and performs secondary processing on the difference map. The median filter uses the median around the pixel instead of the pixel value; it has a good image smoothing effect, does not produce abnormal points as in the mean value filter, and solves the problem of the mean ratio operator in the change detection. Median filtering has a good effect on speckle noise and saltand-pepper noise. Additionally, it has been widely used in the image field [16] . At the same time, the weighted median filter [17] can also preserve the image edges and reduce the influence on the normal edges of the images.
B. MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND OF IMAGE CHANGE DETECTION USING SELF-ORGANIZING MAPS AND DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS
In this paper, we use the SOM network to analyze the difference image. The essence of this approach is to classify the pixels in the difference image into three values. The SOM network is an unsupervised clustering network. Compared with the manual marking of data, this approach greatly reduces the workload. Using the SOM network tagged data to supervise and train the deep neural network effectively solves the problem of past supervised training. At the same time, compared with other unsupervised clustering algorithms, such as K-means clustering (K-means, KM) [18] and fuzzy C-means clustering (Fuzzy C-means, FCM) [19] , the SOM network does not depend on the selection of initial cluster centers. By adjusting the learning rate reasonably, it can effectively avoid falling into a local optimum solution. In terms of algorithm complexity, the SOM network must update only the inner star weight vector, and the amount of computation is relatively small.
Recent theoretical studies have shown that deep neural networks can model complex distributions and achieve better generalization performance in recognition tasks. Compared with the general shallow neural network, this network has a better fitting effect on the data. In this paper, a deep neural network can be used to identify noise with complex structure effectively. Unlike clustering algorithms, a deep neural network does not need to confirm the number of clusters, and it is not affected by clustering centers and outliers. Because a neural network structure is different from the traditional algorithm, we can freely determine the length of the input layer and the output layer and hide the number of layers, which makes it very flexible and growth-oriented.
C. MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND OF PRETRAINING DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS USING AN AUTOMATIC NOISE REDUCTION ENCODER
Although the deep neural network has good fitting to the data, with increasesin the hidden layers, the optimization of the network becomes difficult, and many unforeseen problems have appeared. For example, over-fitting [21] will lead to a good fitting effect of the network to the training set, but the effect is not ideal for the actual data set. There are other issues, such as the disappearance of gradients [22] and trapping into local minima. These concerns have led to a long period of time in which researchers have been unable to obtain a deep neural network that exceeds the expected benefits of one or two hidden layers. This situation has recently been resolved with VOLUME 6, 2018 the advent of deep belief networks and constrained Boltzmann machines [23] . At the same time, the denoising autoencoders (DA) proposed by Bengio et al. in [24] are used for layer-by-layer pre-training of deep neural networks and have also achieved good results. In this paper, we use DA to perform layer-by-layer pre-training of neural networks. The pre-training process is mainly through an unsupervised approach, and the contaminated input data are restored to normal data through a neural network by using the principle of a noise reduction coder. This type of neural network can completely retain the characteristics of the input data, and its weight is used in the actual network. Compared with the traditional network with random initialization weights, it has good robustness. It has a very good effect on constructing an excellent deep neural network, and it overcomes the problems of previous deep neural network training.
III. SOMDNCD METHOD
In Bruzzone and Prieto [9] of 2002, the three-step method proposed for change detection was widely used in recent research. Two SAR phase diagrams, I 1 and I 2 , are registered in the spatial and spectral domain, and the difference map is obtained by using well-matched images. Finally, we use the two-valued classification method to analyze the difference diagram and obtain the change matrix. In this paper, we use well-matched images. To obtain the difference image, we use the MMEAN operator to compute the images that are well matched. On the analysis of the difference graph, we use a self-organizing map to generate unsupervised clustering for the generated difference image, which is a three-valued classification. At the same time, compared with the previous three-step method, the analysis of the change graph was increased. The fourth step is to use a deep neural network to learn the noise classes generated by clustering, and the results of learning again affect the changing images. Compared with the previous practice, the resulting change map can effectively remove the weakly changing noise patches in the original change map. The entire process is shown in Figure 2 .
A. MMEAN OPERATOR BASED ON THE MEDIAN FILTERING MEAN RATIO
As mentioned above, we first use the mean-ratio operator to process two SAR phase diagrams:
where u 1 and u 2 represent the local mean values of two multitemporal graphs I 1 and I 2 from point (i, j) at different timesat the same place, and N (i, j) represents the field window of point (i, j). Using the median filter for the generated mean-ratio image, we obtain:
where
The difference graph generation algorithm based on the mean-ratio operator and the median filter can be described as follows: First, we perform an averaging filtering on the domain windows of each point in the two time-phase diagrams, and then, we compare their ratios and obtain the meanratio operator difference map. Then, we use the median filter on the mean-ratio operator difference map and obtain the final difference map X median−mean .
Median filtering is a commonly used nonlinear filtering method that is very effective in smoothing impulse noise. At the same time, it can protect the sharp edges of an image. Compared with the mean filter, the noise cannot be removed if we selectan appropriate point to replace the value of the pollution point, and it can only weaken the noise slightly, but it achieves better results. In the later analysis of the difference maps, false alarms can be further reduced.
B. ANALYSIS OF THE DIFFERENCE MAP BASED ON THE SELF-ORGANIZING MAP NETWORK SOM
The SOM network consists of an input layer and a competition layer. Each node of the competition layer is connected to all of the nodes of the input layer, and each connection has an inner star weight vector. As shown in Figure 3 , this approach simulates the thinking characteristics of the human brain and classifies the input pattern collection by finding the optimal reference vector set. Each reference vector is an output unit's connection weight vector. The specific practice is the following: 
3) The shortest competition layer node i * from d wins, and its inner star weight vector is updated. 4) The weight vector is updated as
where X m −Ŵ i * refers to calculating the Euclidean distance between X m andŴ i * . 5) Update the learning rate a, and determine if a has reached the threshold. If it does not reach the threshold, then return to 1). The structure of the SOM network in this paper is determined by the difference image generated above. Each value in the difference map represents the magnitude of the change in the gray value of the corresponding position of the two phases of the SAR maps. These can be divided into three categories: x In the difference image, the value is basically 0. These represent the gray values of the pixels that correspond to the phase maps of the two SARs and are not changed, and they can be called S unchange ; y In the difference image, the values of these two pixels represented in the phase maps of the two SARs have different gray values, which are recordedas S change ; and z The values that are relatively small represent the pixel points of the two time-phase diagrams that are noise, which are called S noise .
Based on this approach, we can set the number of nodes in the input layer to 1, and the input data representthe specific values in the difference images. The number of nodes in the competition layer must be greater than 3, and the larger the result of the clustering, the finer the result. Here, we set the number of nodes in the competition layer to 3. Algorithm 1 summarizes the above SOM network training process. Here, a is the learning rate, and I d is a difference image. It is a trend that a usually decreases with learning;in other words, the degree of adjustment becomes smaller and smaller and tends to the cluster centers. To prevent the local optimal appearance, a can remain unchanged for a period of time and then slow down.
The process of destroying and then restoring the part of the input data by DA is shown in Figure 4 , which increases the robustness of the network. The input X is mapped with X ∼ q D (X |X ) to obtain the contaminatedX . Train the network by minimizing the error between X andX . The weights after training can be used as initialization weights for deep neural networks instead of simply random small values. In this paper, we establish a deep neural network with 5 hidden layers and 50 nodes per layer. Then, we build an automatic encoder that matches the requirements. This system is a neural network structure, which is composed of an input layer, hidden layer and output layer, and the number of nodes in the hidden layer is 50. The following rules apply between the input layer and the hidden layer:
wherex is to randomly select a fixed number of v components by inputting the elements in x, while their values are forced to 0 and the other components remain untouched. From the hidden layer to the output layer, the following rules are used:
where we must make X decode as close as possible to X , and the loss function is set to the following:
DA training can be found to be unsupervised training. Taking the polluted input as the actual input, the expected output is the original input before being contaminated. In addition, the weight is updated through back propagation of the network to reduce the error between the actual output and the expected output, in such a way that the network has the ability to reduce noise. To ensure that the data can be restored from the hidden layer to the output layer, the hidden layer after training is a feature that can completely save and extract the input data. Based on this arrangement, DA pre-training of weights for deep neural networks is more meaningful than initial random weights. In addition, it is very beneficial toward solving the difficult training problem of weights in deep neural networks. We only need to use the input layer to the hidden layer to train a good weight W, and we do not need to hide the weight of the layer to the output layer W , while we can also make W = W T .
D. CHANGE MAP ANALYSIS BASED ON DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS
The deep neural network that we proposed consists of an input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The hidden layer is a deep network composed of 5 neural network structures with 50 nodes and is shown in Figure 5 . The length of the output layer is 1, and the input consists of every pixel (i, j) marked by S noise and the surrounding fields:
Krinidis et al. [25] argued that the influence of the pixel in the field on the pixel changes with the distance, based on which we improve the input:
where d k is the Euclidean distance between the domain pixel and the pixel.
The initial values of the weights and the offsets of the neural network are replaced by the weights and offsets after the noise reduction automatic encoder is trained. Then, the training formula for the entire network is
where i = 1, 2, 3 . . ., which represents the index of the network hidden layer. S is an activation function. W i is a twodimensional matrix, which represents the connection weights of nodes from i − 1 to i. Here, b i is the bias value of the i level node.
We have entered the S noise labeled pixels. For these inputs, we expect the output to be 0, which means that these are noise points. We must also construct the input for the change area and make it expect the output to be 1. First, we determine that the length of such an input should be the same as X I to train the network. Second, each of its elements can be set to 1.0, in such a way that an input represents a change area in any case. Considering the actual situation, the magnitude of the change is unlikely to reach 1.0, and it can be appropriately reduced, or we use the field information of the maximum value in S change classified by the SOM network above, as follows: (11) where, N (i, j) is the field window of point x(i, j), and d ij is the Euclidean distance of the field pixel from point x(i, j). After determining the input and expected output, the final loss function for the entire network is defined as After the entire network training is completed, we take each pixel (i, j) of the S change mark and the surrounding area as input. When the output result is less than ε, we change the label of the pixel from change to noise:
The pixels whose final label is change are the changed areas, while the other labels are non-changing areas.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS
To verify the validity of the proposed method in this section, the performance of the method will be demonstrated through 4 data sets. The data sets will be introduced below.
A. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The first and second datasets were intercepted from the literature using the screenshot tool [26] ; the third dataset was taken from the literature [20] ; and the fourth dataset was derived from the network. The first to third datasets have reference maps (combined with the correct conclusions of expert assessments and field visits) and can evaluate the algorithms. The fourth data set is the original data set, and this data set is larger; it is clearer than the screenshot data and can be used as a reference. The first data set, according to the literature, is the two SAR images collected by Radarsat- size is 286 * 280 pixels after interception. Figure 8 (c) is a reference map.
The fourth data set is derived from the network and is a two-field size change map of the size of 1476 * 1784, as shown in Figure 9 .
B. INTRODUCTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION ALGORITHM
We use the difference between the error matrix and chance consistency [27] to measure the accuracy or consistency of the kappa statistics. According to document [28] , first, the false negative (FN) and false positive (FP) were calculated. FN does not change the number of pixels, but it actually refers to the number of pixels that are changed according to the instructions in the image. FP is the number of invariant pixels in the reference image, but that are wrongly classified as the number of changed pixels. Second, we calculate the total error (OE) and the classification accuracy (CA) through OE = FN+FP and CA = (TP+TN)/(TP+TN+FP+FN). TN represents the true negative, which are correctly classified as the number of unaltered pixels, while TP represents the correct positive surface, which are correctly classified as the number of pixels to change. Finally, the Kappa coefficient (KC) [29] was calculated to measure the detection performance. KC is usually used to evaluate the unsupervised image segmentation results. The higher the value of KC is, the higher the segmentation accuracy. In particular, KC is based on the following:
C. ANALYSISOF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experiment is roughly divided into two parts from the structure. To check the validity of using the median filter to improve the mean ratio operator, we will introduce the mean ratio operator, logarithmic ratio operator, and Ma et al. [13] wavelet fusion algorithm to compare the difference image generation. To verify the effectiveness of using SOM networks and deep neural network algorithms, the comparison of the differences in the graph analysis will be introduced in Krinidis and Chatzis [25] 's RFLICM algorithm.
1) EXPERIMENT 1: EXPERIMENTAL DATA OF THE YELLOW RIVER ESTUARY IN CHINA-1
The experimental data table is shown in Table 1 . The comparison of the experimental results is shown in Fig. 10 . The letters in the table correspond to the serial numbers of the experimental images. We obtain the following from the experimental results:
The FP of the logarithm ratio operator is lower than the mean value of the FP of the operator, and the FN is higher. The surface logarithm ratio operator is more effective than the mean ratio operator in suppressing the noise, but it is more serious to destroy the edge information. Wavelet fusion technology captures the advantages of both, but it also unavoidably inherits the disadvantages of both. Compared with the traditional mean ratio operator, the mean-ratio operator based on the median filter has lower FP and FN. It is proved that the mean value based on the median filter is more effective than the difference image generated by the traditional mean ratio operator. The SOMDNCD algorithm has a significant improvement over the RIFCM algorithm in KC, which proves the efficiency of the SOMDNCD algorithm. It should be noted here that when the logarithmic ratio operator is combined with the wavelet to generate the disparity map, the final result of using the SOMDNCD algorithm is lower. This finding occurs because the log-ratio operator and wavelet fusion have a strong ability to suppress noise. SOMDNCD further suppresses noise on the generated difference map. The original intention of the algorithm design is to use the mean ratio operator to protect the edge. Next, we solve the problem that the average ratio operator cannot effectively suppress noise. Thus, it is not reasonable to combine the logarithmic operator with the wavelet fusion, which does not conform to the original intention of the algorithm design and will cause damage to the edge part of the final generated change map. The next algorithm will not be tested with WaveltFusion + SOMDNCD and Log + SOMDNCD.
2) EXPERIMENT 2: EXPERIMENTAL DATA OF SAR IMAGES IN OTTAWA FLOOD DISASTER
The experimental data table is shown in Table 2 , and the experimental results are shown in Figure 11 . The following can be obtained from the experimental results:
The conclusions obtained from the data of EXPERI-MENT 2 are basically consistent with the data of EXPER-IMENT 1. The data set of EXPERIMENT 2 is slightly different from EXPERIMENT 1 in terms of the image noise. The two SAR images of EXPERIMENT 1are single-view and quad-view. The traditional algorithm is more likely to produce noise, and the result of KC is also significantly lower than that of EXPERIMENT 2. The difference in the image noise produced by the two SAR images of EXPERIMENT 2can be more easily distinguished when the change graph is generated. Therefore, the difference between the RIFCM and the SOMDNCD algorithm is not quite different, and the two algorithms can obtain better results. The experimental data table is shown in Table 3 . The experimental results are compared with the image shown in Figure 12 .
The following can be obtained from the experimental results:
First, the SAR change detection algorithm that is based on MMEAN and SOMDNCD still has high efficiency. At the same time, it can be found that the result of EXPERIMENT 3 is different from the previous two experiments. The ratio of the final KC ratio of the log-ratio operator to wavelet fusion is higher than that of the operator. This finding occurs because the pixel value of the data set change region of EXPERIMENT 3 is relatively small, and the logarithmic ratio operator has a positive effect on the change of a pixel with a relatively small pixel value (a pixel that displays a darker pixel on the image), and the pixel value is relatively large. The change pixels (lighter pixels on the image) are inhibited. When the pixel value of the change region is small, the logarithmic ratio operator will highlight the effect of the change. When the pixel value of the change region is relatively large, the logarithmic ratio operator will suppress the effect of the change, which will lead to an increase in the FN. At the same time, the edge and noise regions of the change region are often larger in the pixel value (lighter in color), which is also the reason why the logarithmic ratio operator will destroy the image edge and suppress the noise. Based on this finding, we proposed the SAR change detection algorithm, which is based on MMEAN and SOMDNCD, and we use the mean ratio operator and the median filter, whichovercomes the image edge problem that destroys the image ratio operator. Simultaneous use of the SOMDNCD algorithm greatly improves the problem in that the mean ratio operator cannot suppress the noise, and the algorithm is universal.
4) EXPERIMENT 4: EXPERIMENT DATA OF FIELD CLOUD CHANGE MAP
The experimental results are shown in Figure 13 .
The experimental data of EXPERIMENT 4 is a SAR phase diagram with a relatively small change area, obvious noise and a long width.As shown in Figure 9 , in the two images, the clouds above the field changed.Because of the lack of a reference map, this experiment cannot be evaluated by the KC coefficient, and thus, we cannot compare multiple methods.Therefore, the evaluation of the SOMDNCD method in this experiment is for reference only.Through the naked eye observation of the experimental results, we can find, in the experimental results, thatthe SOMDNCD method can still achieve effective experimental results for such SAR images.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a new deep neural network learning model, SOMDNCD, is proposed for image change detection. Different from the existing work, using median filtering improves the difference map obtained by the mean-ratio operator, which greatly eliminates the influence of wild point noise and solves the problem that the mean-value ratio operator can only suppress and not eliminate noise. After image preprocessing, generation of the difference image and analysis of the three steps of the difference image, a fourth step is added:analysis of the change map to remove the residual noise in the preliminarily generated change map. The use of SOMDNCD can identify the characteristics of the noise and solve the problem of having a higher false alarm rate than the average value operator. At the same time, by using the characteristics of the mean ratio operator, the edges of the change area arepreserved. The experimental results of the four SAR image datasets show that our method has a lower missed detection rate and a relatively ideal false alarm rate than previous methods and is universal for various datasets. Our future workwill mainly focus on how to improve the SOM network to obtain a more accurate preliminary change map, and we hope to provide a more diverse training set for deep neural networks. 
